APPENDIX 2:
Analysis Charts and Mobility Maps of five respondents
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Mapping patterns of Mobility, Citizenship and Network Capital for respondent A1

Citizenship
Citizen Rights and freedoms
Iran: lack of freedom and personal independence
Dubai: improved, at least social life, carrier, dress
code, security and independence (but still not
equal with locals).

Class perception:
middle class in both places

Other push forces:

Identity: (Hybrid/adaptive/etc.)

Instability
(economic/political),
Religious restrictions

•
•

Multiple
citizenships/resident
permits:
Iran: citizen
Dubai: (working visa)
(worker only)
•
Dubai working visa
obtained.
•
Visa issues (‘brown
passport’) still main
obstacle to mobility
(Q17)

To obtain

Iranian/Shia/White
Minority in both places (Gay).

Network Capital

Mobility/Motility
To activate
Change of abode:
Once. And in process of doing
it for the second time.
Other mobility:
Twice to Tehran and once or
twice to other (mainly Europe)
Obstacles to Mobility:
Related Questions: 18

To maintain

Mobility
fetishism:

To maintain

Affinity/information/fac
ilitating hypotheses:
Friends and family in
Tehran:
Visit: 2 to 4 times a year
Phone: 2 t 3 times a week
Friends in Dubai: will try
to call or visit if I leave
UAE.
Family will support me
in case of hardship.

Exit strategy
N/A

N/A

Planning strategy:
Unpredictable/Spontaneo
us
(quote Q17)

Quiet encroachment:
(Adaptation/coping/survi
val strategies)
Adaptation (quote Q19)
Relationship strategy:
Quote 20

Deterritorialisation

Development effects

Feeling Temporary or at
home:
where you feel safe/ loved,
have peace of mind

Remittance:

Obstacles to Settling Down:
things you can’t change (i.e.
weather), lack of culture,
missing Fr/Fm (quote Q20 for
feeling detached)

No

Entrepreneurship
/investment:
property in Dubai or Iran

Analysis Chart for respondent A1:
Summarising, interpreting, and linking responds to theoretical frameworks

Q17: What are your future plans in terms of mobility? Are you able to plan/predict well into the future or is
your lifestyle more spontaneous/ unpredictable?
Its quite unpredictable due to the brown passport we are holding (Islamic republic of Iran) the political situations
changes every day so people reaction toward it.

Q19:What are the obstacles to your settling down (i.e. push and pull forces that do not let you stay)? What
changes do you like to see in the current situation?
There are obstacles you cant change like the weather but when you believe and see that you have your freedom the
sense of belonging develops more.
Q20:How do your relationships fit into your current state of mobility? Have you ever experienced conflicts
between a mobile lifestyle and your relationships?
One of the things that can a great concern for people in Dubai is that no one think that they want to say for good here
or more than 2-3 years that’s why they pull back from being in one some how. You want to feel detached so that you
go thru less headache later.
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Mapping patterns of Mobility, Citizenship and Network Capital for respondent A2

Citizenship
Citizen Rights and freedoms

Other push forces:

Iran: instability

Iran: Family migration
Switzerland: limited job
opportunity
USA: lack of
culture/family

Class perception:
middle class

Identity: (Hybrid/adaptive/etc.)
•
•

Multiple
citizenships/resident
permits:
Iran: birth
Switzerland: citizen
USA: citizen by
marriage

Iranian/White or Caucasian/Westernized/
Majority

To activate
Change of abode:
3 times
Other mobility:
Quote 15.
Obstacles to Mobility:
Family obligations.

To maintain

Mobility
fetishism:
N/A

Planning strategy:
Predictable/planned

Exit strategy
US: waiting for
a right time to
move back to
Swiss.

Relationship strategy:
Married. Move with
dependants.

To maintain

Affinity/information/facilitat
ing hypotheses:
•
Mother in Geneva twice
a week by phone visit
twice a year.
•
Sister in Geneva once a
week by phone, visit
once a year.
•
Friends in Paris and
Geneva once every
month, twice by email
and once every trimester.

Development effects
Remittance:

Quiet encroachment:
(Adaptation/coping/survi
val strategies)
Coping

Network Capital

Mobility/Motility

To obtain

Deterritorialisation
Feeling Temporary or at
home:
Temporary

sent more back mainly paying the
student load.

Entrepreneurship
/investment:
Stocks and bonds

Obstacles to Settling Down:
Location is not right

Analysis Chart for respondent A2:
Summarising, interpreting, and linking responds to theoretical frameworks

Q15:What is your desired level of mobility? Do you see your current level of mobility enough, too much or
too little?
In theory I would LOVE to live a couple of years in south America, then southeast Asia, Japan, Australia, but the
reality of life (wife, kid, employment) doesn’t make this a plausible option at all.
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Mapping patterns of Mobility, Citizenship and Network Capital for respondent A3

Citizenship
Citizen Rights and freedoms
Iran: Civil rights (religious), Political instability,
limited educational opportunity. Visa issues.

Other push forces:
Class perception:
Iran: middle-high class
US: middle class

Identity: (Hybrid/adaptive/etc.)
•
•

Multiple
citizenships/resident
permits:
Iran: citizen
France: (Birth)
USA: (Permanent
Residency)

Persian/Iranian/Secular/Westernised
Minority

France: Lack of
family support,
financial problems
Orange county: Lack
of cultural attraction,
feeling being a
stranger

Network Capital
To obtain

Mobility/Motility
To activate
Change of abode:
3 times.

To maintain
Other mobility:
Visit friends and family
Obstacles to Mobility:
Visa, Emotional bonds,
professional opportunities.

Mobility
fetishism:

Exit strategy
N/A

N/A

To maintain

Affinity/information/facilitat
ing hypotheses:
•
Mother in Iran phone
once a week. Visit once a
year.
•
Girl friend in Barcelona,
visiting twice a year.
Phone every other day.
Chat everyday, email
twice every week.
•
Sister in Paris phone
twice a week visit once a
year.
•
Friend in Iran phone
every other day

Planning strategy:
Unpredictable/Spontaneous

Development effects

Quiet encroachment:
(Adaptation/coping/survival
strategies)
survival. Quote 28
Keep bond and contact with
family and friends
Relationship strategy:
Long distance relationship

Deterritorialisation
Feeling Temporary or at
home:
Temporary

Remittance:
none.

Entrepreneurship
/investment:
none

Obstacles to Settling Down:
Education opportunities.

Analysis Chart for respondent A3:
Summarising, interpreting, and linking responds to theoretical frameworks

Q28:Have you ever felt that the regulations of a state have been too limiting or restrictive for these activities?
How did you deal with such limitations?
Yes they have been. Unfortunately, out of habit I have always broken the laws and rules, which i didn't approve
instead of facing them. However facing them or protesting against them wouldn't have helped much. The simple
examples would be drinking alcohol in Iran, and smoking marijuana in US. There are much more ideological bans
and restrictions in both these locations, but for the most part, bending the rule has been the first option.
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Mapping patterns of Mobility, Citizenship and Network Capital for respondent A4

Citizenship
Citizen Rights and freedoms
In UK have much better rights and freedom
comparing to those in Iran.

Class perception:

Other push forces:

Middle class

Identity: (Hybrid/adaptive/etc.)

Iran: Looking for
better future for
children

Iranian
England: Majority, Iran: Minority

Network Capital
Multiple
citizenships/resident
permits:
Related Questions: 6-7 (17)-(18)

Mobility/Motility

To obtain

To activate
Change of abode:
3 times
To maintain
Other mobility:
Visiting family

To maintain

Obstacles to Mobility:
Related Questions: 18

Mobility
fetishism:

Exit strategy

Affinity/information/facilitat
ing hypotheses:
•
Children in England
phone everyday, visit
once a week
•
Close relatives in
England phone every
other day visit once a
week.
•
Sister in Iran phone once
every week, visit twice a
year.
•
Friends in Iran phone
sometime in England
once a week.

N/A

N/A

Planning strategy:
Predictable/Planned

Development effects

Quiet encroachment:

Remittance:

(Adaptation/coping/survi
val strategies)
Adaptation. Living close
to Children and family.
Relationship strategy:
Married.

Deterritorialisation

No

Feeling Temporary or at
home:
At Home. Quote 13

Entrepreneurship
/investment:
Property in England and Bank
Savings.

Obstacles to Settling Down:
No Obstacles

Analysis Chart for respondent A4:
Summarising, interpreting, and linking responds to theoretical frameworks

Q13:To you where is ‘home’? Please explain if you feel ‘home’ is more than a single place (you can either say
how this notion changes with your moves or give estimated percentages if multiple places are home at a single
time).
In my fantasy imagination Home is Jiroft, Tehran and Iran, but if you ask me where I prefer to live is London.
If you ask me where I think to belong to? I would say Iran
If you ask me where I feel safe relax and comfortable? I would say England. Any time I go out of England if I stay
more than 2 months I really miss my home, street and neighbours here.
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Mapping patterns of Mobility, Citizenship and Network Capital for respondent A5

Citizenship
Citizen Rights and freedoms
Other than slight problem of language no major
problem.

Other push forces:

Class perception:
Upper-middle class

Identity: (Hybrid/adaptive/etc.)
•
•

French + Iranian/middle eastern
Minority, lack of home town. Quote 19

France: Lack of
family support,
financial problems
Iran: Further
education limitation

Network Capital
Multiple
citizenships/resident
permits:

Mobility/Motility

To obtain

To activate
Change of abode: 5 times

Iran: citizen
France: Birth

Other mobility:
Visiting friends and family at
least once a year.

To maintain

Obstacles to Mobility:
Cost of travel and professional
obligations

Mobility
fetishism:

Exit strategy
N/A

To maintain

Affinity/information/facilitat
ing hypotheses:
•
Brother in Berkley,
phone once a week visit
once a year.
•
Cousin in Paris phone
everyday visit twice a
week.
•
Friend in Tehran phone
twice a week and visit
once every two year.
•
Iranian friend in Paris
visit twice a week.
•
Iranian friend in London
phone twice a week visit
once every two year

None

Planning strategy:
predictable/Planned

Development effects

Quiet encroachment:
(Adaptation/coping/survi
val strategies)
Adaptation
Relationship strategy:
Single
No plan to build a family
life. Quote 20

Deterritorialisation
Feeling Temporary or at
home:
More temporary Quote 13

Remittance:
None

Entrepreneurship
/investment:
None

Obstacles to Settling Down:
Lack of hometown

Analysis Chart for respondent A5:
Summarising, interpreting, and linking responds to theoretical frameworks
Q13:To you where is ‘home’? Please explain if you feel ‘home’ is more than a single place (you can either say
how this notion changes with your moves or give estimated percentages if multiple places are home at a single
time).
I have been thinking about it over and over but came to no answer myself! Tehran has once been my hometown, I
have been brought up over there and spent all my schooling years over there but t a certain moment I simply felt the
necessity to change hometown. I took the easiest way, Paris! Which is also where i was born. Recently I feel like

Paris may become a semi-hometown someday, while I'm pretty sure I will never be at home anywhere especially not
in Tehran.
Q19:What are the obstacles to your settling down (i.e. push and pull forces that do not let you stay)? What
changes do you like to see in the current situation?
I think(!) that the most important one is the lack of a hometown. I do not feel attached any where, as a reason it's
easy to move and difficult to feel at ease anywhere. Besides I have no stable working conditions and generally have
difficulties concentrating on any special aspect in life!
I do not know exactly what change in my current situation would have satisfied me (it would have of course been
much easier if i did). Therefore I believe it should be something, a situation, I have not yet experienced which makes
me go for experiences
Q20:How do your relationships fit into your current state of mobility? Have you ever experienced conflicts
between a mobile lifestyle and your relationships?
My relationships do not have much influence on my mobility but my mobility does affect my relationships! It is
difficult to be in a stable relationship since I know it's not gonne take long. And now I'm more and more considering
this unstable lifestyle of mine before getting to a relationship which makes me stay as single as I am!

